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Set in the toxic labyrinth of abandoned subway tunnels, SUBGurlz chronicles the superhero

happenings of three chemically altered girlfriends. Swizzle is the strongest person on earth -

unfortunately, the poor thing's always killing people accidentally. Liver, her girlfriend, is blessed with

the power to bring back the dead. Byte has brainpower so stupendous that she's unable to grow

hair on her head. Are the SUBGurlz good or bad? It all depends on which side you're on.
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"SUBGURLZ" by cartoonist Jennifer Camper is a fiercely ribald and eccentric story by one of the

most talented artists of the genre. Camper's brand of ironic humor is coyly matched by her detailed

and expressive drawing style. Every aspect of the narrative contains sly references which invite the

reader into the diabolical mind of the creator. Just the names of the three protagonists - Swizzle,

Liver, and Byte - guarantee a unique romp through the subway maze that is under the City, and

beneath the consciousness of modern world. SUBGURLZ is destined to be an "underground"

classic, in more ways than one! Don't miss this weirdly wonderful adventure.

Subgurlz made an otherwise unspectacular day bristle with humor. These gurlz weren't raised right,

they were dragged up. I was routing for them from page one. As Liver might say, "MORE!"
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